Hello Summer!

We know that the excitement of the busy Spring is near, and you might need to look harder to see the true Summer is in the air.

Cape St Francis is truly an outdoor haven, as the sun-drenched days get longer and nature reawakens, and talk flavorful in the many activities available in the area.

Whether you’re out and about, nominating, walking, cycling, simply enjoy warming on golden sand (there’s something for everyone)

Here at the Cape St Francis Resort, we can’t wait to see the many new visitors and welcome back returning guests in the warm embrace of the Black Volleys.

In this issue:
- Breaking news!
  - Fair Trade recognition
- August expedition
  - Oiled penguins saved by SANCCOB
  - Penguins sanctuary takes in many new penguins
  - The last Chester Trail in a single operation
- Mandela Day cheer
- We open a stunning Bed & Breakfast in Port Elizabeth
- Fair Trade Tourism Certification
- Breaking news!
  - Perfect Peri-Peri Chicken
  - We open a stunning Bed & Breakfast in Port Elizabeth
  - Mandela Day clean up
  - Penguin sanctuary takes on many more penguins
  - Budding young chefs learn new skills
  - Fair Trade recognition
- Cape St Francis Resort to host Expedition Africa 2017
- The CSF Resort Fair Trade Tourism Certification

And perhaps another reason to look forward to getting your hands on an issue of the Cape St Francis Resort’s newsletter, another reason to look forward to the busy hospitality season.

The Resort holds a prime location in the coastal village of Cape St Francis, surrounded by pristine beaches and natural reserves, ideally being green energy aware offering a true sustainable and responsible tourism offering special events on the weekends, the Resort offers the perfect family holiday, taking guests from the resort’s comfortable beachfront to nearby nature’s beauty. The centre is only a stone’s throw away from the beautiful South Africa, making it a cultural centre and a gateway to the rich heritage and culture of the area.

Once the last oil spill in the area, the Resort has become a sought-after destination for southern African penguins, The Birds were rescued from St Croix Island in a recent oil spill in Algoa Bay, with 92 oiled African penguins were admitted to SANCCOB (the Southern African Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal Birds) along with 61 penguin chicks. The birds were rescued from St Croix Island in a recent oil spill in Algoa Bay.
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The next Jamie Oliver could be amongst us

Every Friday afternoon our head chef JP has been teaching some culinary trade secrets to our young group of penguin chicks. From his absolute passion in our kitchens these little penguins have been trying out their newly acquired baking skills in the kitchen.
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Our 67 minutes for Mandela Day

16 June, Mandela Day and Global Giveback, is announced in its something special to the day and a reminder of how much we can do. This year, the theme is ‘Let us do something for the world’.

Newington Place Guesthouse is situated on a quiet street in the vibey and colourful suburb of Richmond Hill in Port Elizabeth. The recently renovated Victorian house, set in a rich heritage area of the city, has been carefully restored to its original glory. The guesthouse is a perfect base for those who want to explore the area, whether it’s for business or leisure.

Our 67 minutes for Mandela Day

Newington Place - our latest addition in Port Elizabeth

Inaugural Bestmed Chokka Trail Run: Sunday 7 Aug 2016

Out of this world peri peri chicken

Get in touch

E: seals@iafrica.com  T: +27 (0) 42 298 0054    C: +27 (0) 82 494 3755    F: +27 (0) 42 298 0157

Da Gama Way, Cape St Francis, 6313

www.capestfrancis.co.za

Get in touch for more info »